
4/1 4/2 4/5 4/6 4/7 4/8 4/9 4/12 4/13 4/14 4/15 4/16 4/19 4/20 4/21 4/22 4/23 4/26 4/27 4/28 4/29 4/30
Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

ASR 832 831 811 833 811 837 892 911 1014 1007 1003 1003 1049 951
ADR 1078 1088 1203 1101 1051 1008 1186 1245 1359 1282 1335 1370 1118 1043

Additional Info 2 days lack of sleep 2 days lack of sleep Funeral Lack of sleep Not Trading FOMC decision Working on Monthly Report
GBPNZD Direction right? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Hypos

1st 100 90 100 Hypo2 - 90 Hypo3 - 100 Hypo2 - 100 Hypo1 - 100 Hypo2 - 80 Hypo1 - 90 Hypo2 - 90 Hypo2 - 100 Hypo1 - 100 Hypo1 - 100
2nd 90 Hypo2 - 100
3rd 100

4th

Play of the Day Mean Reversion Return to Value Return to Value Value Rejection Up Value Acceptance Trend Continuation Mean Reversion Mean Reversion to Return to 
Value Return to Value Value Acceptance Value Acceptance Return to Value Balancing Market Balancing Market

Most 
Likely 

Outcome

Most Likely 
Outcome

Narrative: Large Imbalance at 
the open, IB range wide but 
not too wide. Retraced all of 
H4 bear Engulf and took out 

supply. 
Preferred: Strong Bullish Price 

action, IB extension up, 
sustained auction to VAL

Con: Possible D1 Phase 3

Narrative: Possible D1 DBD, 
H4 break down from 

consolidation
Preferred: Strong Bearish 

Price action, 2nd chance entry 
perhaps, IB extension down 

with sustained auction
Con: Trading within newly 

formed H4 demand but 
perhaps weak

Narrative: Possible D1 phase 
4 (bearish marubozu), H4 

Evening Star, price not tested 
QLo

Preferred: Strong Bearish 
Price action, IB extension 

down with sustained auction 
taking out LTF demand 

closing within H4 demand. 
Con: Newly formed H4 

demand

Narrative: Last Month closing 
on it’s high, possible W1 

pullback to new W1 supply
Preferred: Strong close above 

VAH coinciding with IB 
extension up, sustained 

auction taking out LTF supply, 
exhausting ADR early on.

Con: H4 supply and VWAP in 
DT in the way
90% correct

There was no exhaustion of 
ADR early on. Instead a 

reversal. 

Narrative: Negating Hypo 1 
would be an acceptance of 

value
Preferred: early acceptance 

Con: D1 supply base hit

Narrative: H4 continuation in 
D1 phase 4 narrative

Preferred: Strong Bearish 
price action, IB extension 

down reaching for D1 
demand, exhausting ADR
Con: W1 demand below

Narrative: Open sentiment 
traversing to mean reversion 

level, medium/higher 
timeframe demand

Preferred: strong bullish price 
action, IB extension up or 

failed auction
Con: H4/D1 narrative

Hypo 1 — Mean Reversion
Narrative: Large imbalance at 
the open, possible H4 DBD in 

the making
Preferred: Momentum 

extension down, sustained 
auction to Value edge

Con: D1 demand right below 
at M30 LKC in UT coinciding 
with M30 QLo, plus price is 

mid M30/H4 swing

Hypo 2 — Return to Value
Narrative: D1 c‑dem at VAH, 

M30/H4 QLo
Preferred: Extension down, 
bullish PA reversal to failed 
auction, possibly forming a 

neutral day
Con: Large imbalance at the 

open

Narrative: Open sentiment 
and a possible continuation to 

D1 narrative 
Preferred: Strong Bullish PA, 

IB extension Up
Con: IB extension down

Narrative: Open sentiment 
and slight move down on H4 

after earlier H4 QHi was 
rejected

Preferred: Early acceptance 
and quick follow-through, 

monitor for a possible break 
below value taking out 

demand 
Con: H4 demand at VAL

Narrative: Open sentiment, 
D1 demand

Preferred: Early acceptance 
and quick follow-through

Con: H4 c‑sup right there at 
VAL

Narrative: H4 c‑sup at VAL
Preferred: Strong Bearish PA 

possibly failing auction 
otherwise an extension down 

with sustained auction
Con: Trading right into D1 

demand and newly formed H4 
c‑dem

Narrative: open sentiment
Preferred: Play off LTF SD 
and ADR levels, H4 c‑sup

Con: No bracket, at the end of 
a DT, possibility for a reversal 

here

Narrative: Open sentiment
Preferred: play off nearby LTF 

SD and ADR levels
Con: Possible continuation to 

H4 move higher

Right on 
outcome? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

What happened?

I was correct on both Hypo 1 
and it looks like right now 
Hypo 2 is unfolding even 

though ADR got exhausted. 
There was a momentum play 
in C eventually making HHs 
through F before forming a 
selling tail and reversing for 

the 2nd DTTZ.

C extended below IB forming 
a DBD, a 2nd chance entry off 
newly formed C‑sup was my 
entry and D continued further 
down taking out H4 demand 

before popping back up. After 
the pop of demand price 

retraced and closed as a bull 
engulf but weak failed auction 
before reversing in the initial 

direction through a Three 
Inside Down. 

I did great here. Due to the D1 
Bearish Marubozu phase 4 
narrative the H4 demand 

proved less of an hindrance to 
short right into it. Although it 
did react towards the end of 

the session.

I did well here. Hypo 2 played 
out first with an extension in C 

and then a failure to push 
higher and transition to Hypo 
3 with a reversal and failed 
auction. Even though I was 

aligned with the market 
narrative I did not like what I 
saw and did not execute any 

trades. 

Acceptance wasn’t as early 
but fairly early still as price 

was removed from value edge 
quite a bit. Acceptance came 
with E TPO and closed above 
in F to then turn around and 

close below in G. Did not 
have a lot of alignment fitting 
any trading rules on entry so 

just decided to stay out. 

There was a momentum 
extension down in D TPO to 
which I put a paper trade to 

forward test a potential play I 
had seen before. Not sure 

what to call it yet but I’ll come 
up with something during 

review. After exhausting ADR 
price kept making LLs and a 
time-based close would have 

yielded 3.1R.

Price extended below IB first 
before failing auction through 
a Bull Engulf during E TPO. 

Hypo 1 played out perfect. An 
entry off IB extension would 
have yielded a 2R within an 

hour. 

Hypo 2 played out perfectly as 
well with a Bullish Inside Bar 

in E and Three Inside Up 
formation completing the 

reversal in F. M15 bull engulf 
at close of E would have been 
my entry as that is what I was 

stalking. 

I was not aligned well initially 
with the market narrative. 
Price had accepted value 

during IB but there was a H4 
demand right at VAH. 

Nonetheless, I traded right 
into it and and got stopped 

out. Then I went long as per 
Hypo 2 and took myself out 
on the first M15 Bear Engulf 
(on the hour) after which the 
trade went in my intended 

favor and hit 1.1R at the time 
of this writing.

A closed within value that 
followed by B closing slightly 
above in a Bullish Inside Bar. 

What followed was a RBR 
extending above IB to then 

have a Bear Engulf in E and 
consequent move lower 

where H tested IB low and 
closed below forming a 

Neutral Day rotating through 
value.

Price traded higher to VAL 
during IB and proceeded to 
test valu during C retreating 
and testing IB low during D 

closing as a pinbar. E formed 
a Morning star and price 

continued higher accepting 
value. As of now there was no 

rotation (yet). 

Exactly as hypothesized. A 
traded higher testing value 

through a flimsy acceptance 
where B closed as a Inside 
Bar. C extended below IB 

although closing as a doji. To 
which D just shot down 

extending (at the time) 1.5
xIBR. I forward-tested a late-
sustained auction entry off a 
pullback to IB low during E 

which at trading window close 
would have yielded 1.9R. 

More in overlap noise. 

Price opened traversing 0.4
xASR higher before extending 

in C to then close as an 
inverted hammer. Normally 

not a good pattern to trade off 
of but since it was an open 

within value sentiment 
coupled with nearby H4 c‑sup 
and ADR 0.5 this was good 

location for an LTF entry 
short. D formed a Three 

Outside Downbefore E took it 
back up again bouncing off 

nearby D1 demand. 

As hypothesized with price 
showing LTF reversals at LTF 

SD and ADR levels.

Clarity 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 4 4
Opportunity within 
trading window? YES YES YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Was there an 
opportunity and 

did I take it?
YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO

Comments

I was correct on both Hypo 1 
and it looks like right now 
Hypo 2 is unfolding even 

though ADR got exhausted. 
There was a momentum play 
in C eventually making HHs 
through F before forming a 
selling tail and reversing for 

the 2nd DTTZ.

Hypo 1 was correct although 
popping of H4 demand (at D1 
VWAP in UT) caused a little 

bounce and E closed as a Bull 
Engulf. Will review more later.

There was an opportunity but 
I did not take it due to wanting 

to test my understanding of 
the narrative objectively 

before acting on it. I have 
observed these conditions 

objectively multiple times now 
and I believe next time I will 

execute a trade.

There was actually a M30 
Swing Reversal at H4 supply 

(coinciding with D1 supply 
base and D1 VWAP in UT 

CAR)

Trend Continuation. D1 
Bearish Inside Bar, H4 phase 
4, large imbalance at the open 

signaling strength, IB 
extension down taking out 

LTF demand then exhausting 
ADR right into W1/D1 

demand.

There was an opportunity but 
I did not take it as W1 

demand had just taken out 
and there was a very weak 

buying tail to grow more 
confident in a long on the Bull 

Engulf failing auction. 

I was fucking dead on in my 
hypos god damn…. Took a 

perfect day to NOT TRADE…. 
But hey feeling okay with not 
trading is one of my goals so 
will let this go (as if I have any 

other option). 

There was an opportunity and 
I did take it. Initially I took the 

wrong one. Then took the 
right one but took myself out 

at a loss. 

I thought the opportunity in 
Gold was better so I went with 

that. Kinda happy as 
GBPNZD had initially 

accepted value but then 
proceeded to close above 

coinciding with an extension 
high. This would have surely 

taken out my SL.

The value acceptance play 
would have been directly into 
a newly formed H4 supply and 
thus I don’t think there was a 
good opportunity. Although I 
have noted for my playbook 
that because of said newly 
formed supply price can 

bounce back before 
continuing higher as it did 

today.

There was an opportunity but 
I did not take it due to trading 
right into H4/D1 demand. D1 

demand has been tested 
multiple times but the H4 

demand was newly formed 
premarket. I took notes for my 
playbook which I will post in 

my forward-testing thesis 
subcategory on my website.

There were two opportunities 
but I did not take any. We are 
nearing the end of the month 
plus trading from within value 
is something that I find a bit 

risky still. Did great on taking 
notes. 

There were but no I did not. I 
decided to take it easy today 
as it is also almost the end of 
the month. Plus being able to 

forward-test the balancing 
market playbook setup. 

Furthermore, there was a 
clearer setup on Gold that I 
was stalking and focused 

more on that. 

Reason why not 
taken trade 5. Forward-testing 1. Not fitting trading rule 2. Lacking clarity 5. Forward-testing 1. Not fitting trading rule 8. Not Mindful 7. focused on other asset 2. Lacking clarity 5. Forward-testing 5. Forward-testing 5. Forward-testing

DTTZ 1st 1st 1st 1st

Entry Method

1st: IB extension 2nd: M30 
Bullish Inside Bar / M15 bull 
engulf waiting for a transition 

to M30 Three Inside Up

N.A. N.A. Late-Sustained Auction Entry

M5 consolidation at H4 c‑sup 
nearby ADR 0.5 high, and 2nd 
trade: M5 Three Inside UP or 

wait for M15 Bullish Inside Bar 
at D1/M30 demand, VAL,

N.A.

Profit Margin 
(ADR or 

congestion)

1: hit 2R even though there 
was D1 demand right there at 

2R. 2: Margin (ADR or 
congestion): hit 1.5R at the 

close of H

N.A. N.A. 2R 1R, 2R N.A.

What would a 
price action exit 
rule have done?

0.9R

0R scratch, although due to 
popping of H4 narrative a 

continuation could be 
expected so some more time 
could have been added to the 

trade. This is something I 
have witnessed before. so 

time-based was 0.5R.

This is one of those trades 
where I might have 

grasshoppered out due to 
M15 reversal patterns. There 

was none on a M30 timeframe 
so a near hit of 2R would 

have netted 1.8R. I am rarely 
a dick for a tick 🙂

N.A. N.A. 2.5R based off M5 exit
M15 Bear Engulf in G would 
have closed the trade at 0.4–

0.5R
2R and 1.5R

Due to capital preservation 
rule I would have taken a 1R 
win. Otherwise a 0.5R at M15 

Bear Engulf during G.

N.A. N.A. 1.9R 1R, 2R N.A.

SL placement and 
Sizing

Good due to the momentum 
nature of the trade. Although 
entry could have been slightly 

tighter. 

SL placement was great. 
Above formation and at x.

xx85 for short. Entry at x.xx60

SL placement would have 
been right on top of IB high 

although I could have placed 
it slightly higher. Entry 

1.94909 around x.xx50 and 
SL above x.xx85 in this case 
1.95160 was actually close to 

perfect.

N.A. N.A.
Would have been good. Entry 
at x.xx2x, SL at x.xx48 above 

IB and formation

SL placement on 2nd chance 
entry would have been good

Both would have been great. 
First one since it was on 

extension IB no worries on 
placement. The second would 

have been slightly below 
formation so good. Entry at x.
xx08 and SL at x.xx82 would 

have been good.

SL placement was okay due 
to being under the formation N.A. N.A. Not the greatest but okay

Great standard SL placement 
above formation and below 

the second trade. 
Standard SL placement

What would time-
based have done? -0.1R 0.5R, overlap noise 0.9 with a 

max of 1.3R 1R N.A. N.A. 3.1R Slightly over 1R Same 2R and 1.5R 1.3R N.A. N.A. 1.9R Stopped out on the first 1.5R 
on the 2nd N.A.

Day Type Normal Day Normal Variation Normal Variation Normal Day Normal Variation Normal Variation Neutral Day Normal Variation Neutral Day Neutral Day Neutral Day Normal Variation Normal Day Neutral Day
Correct on Day? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Low/Medium/High 
Activity Day Low Medium High Low/Medium Low/Medium Medium Medium Medium Low/Medium Low Medium

P/L % 0.50 0.40 NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN -2.00 NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN

What could I have 
done better?

I could have let the trade go 
and exit based on price 

action. I didn’t due to ADR 0.5 
and running out of ASR. 

Let my price action based exit 
take me out. Regardless of 
scratching or not as this is 

what will make me money in 
the long run.

I think I did everything well. I 
hypothesized a narrative but 
was uncomfortable to trade 
right into a newly developed 

H4 demand. Thus I decided to 
let the trade go and just sit 

and observe.

I did really well taking notes 
and trying to understand my 

edge better. Good job. 

I did well to take it easy as I 
am a bit tired and I lacked 
clarity and confidence in a 
particular setup. Did well to 

stay out. 

I did well to observe this 
particular setting where I 

would be trading right into a 
W1/D1 demand area. 

I did well today to forward test 
a thesis I am working on as 
well as not take a reversal 

due to weak conditions even 
though there was a H4 and 
D1 demand present. I didn’t 
like the weak buying tail as 

well as W1 demand just being 
taken out. 

I did well to stay out today and 
not put any pressure on 

myself to trade… I did bitch a 
little earlier about not having 

taken the trades but I feel 
good. I followed my plan. My 

plan was not to trade because 
I felt off today. That’s what I 
did. Or rather did not do 🙂

I could have not freaked out 
and grasshoppered out of the 
trade. I could have not given 

weight to the value 
acceptance due to H4 

demand right at VAH being a 
strong setup for a bounce. I 
could have hypothesized a 
possible extension below to 

failed auction scenario. 

I did well to focus on one 
instrument as I was eyeing a 
mean reversion trade in Gold. 
Although he opportunity might 

not have been the greatest 
which I will outline below. 

I did well to stay out as there 
was no safe trade to take. 

I did well to stay out as I 
wasn’t feeling sharp BUT the 
main reason was trading right 
into H4/D1 demand deterred 
me even though there was a 
thesis I found valid. Hence 

placing a paper trade. 

I did well to grow more 
confident in a somewhat risky 

trade due to the balancing 
nature of the market. Also, 
there was no bracket and 
hence the market wasn’t 
balancing for long. Plus a 

wider value was created at 
the ‘bottom’ of a DT indicating 
a possible reversal so longs 

were favored. 

I did well to stay out. 

How did I feel 
before, during, 
and after the 

trade?

NO TRADES TAKEN

I could have not freaked out 
and grasshoppered out of the 
trade. I could have not given 

weight to the value 
acceptance due to H4 

demand right at VAH being a 
strong setup for a bounce. I 
could have hypothesized a 
possible extension below to 

failed auction scenario. 

NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN

ASR 11808 11993 12294 12530 12322 13590 12417 13220 14838 15024 14701 15208 13633
ADR 23782 21681 21374 21639 21876 22481 22112 22468 22709 22293 22465 21787 20577

Additional Info
GOLD Direction right? YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES

Hypos

1st 50 90 90 Hypo1 - 90 Hypo3 - 70 Hypo1 - 80 Hypo1 - 90 Hypo2 - 100 Hypo1 - 90 Hypo1 - 100 Hypo1 - 100
2nd 80 Hypo2 - 90
3rd

4th

Play of the Day M30 Swing Reversal H4 Swing Reversal Value Acceptance Return to Value Mean Reversion Mean Reversion Responsice Activity Return to Value Mean Reversion Balancing Market / Value 
Rejection Failure Return to Value Balancing Market Mean Reversion to Return to 

Value

Most 
Likely 

Outcome

Most Likely 
Outcome

Narrative: D1 RBR with Base 
around W1 c‑dem, H4 c‑dem 

within value
Preferred: Early IB extension 

down, Bullish price action 
reversal at VAH/LTF demand, 

failed auction. 

Narrative: H4 supply 
overhead, Trading within D1 

supply, possible D1 
consolidation 

Preferred: IB extension up 
with price action reversal at 
H4 supply, perhaps a failed 

auction or TPO structure build 
and or single print fade
Con: Possible D1 RBR

Narrative: near proximity to 
value edge

Preferred: Early acceptance 
with quick follow-through

Con: D1 base demand at VAL

Narrative: Possible H4 DBD in 
line with D1 Bearish Inside 

Bar returning to D1 base level
Preferred: Strong Bearish 

Price Action with IB extension 
down and sustained auction 

Con: W1/H4 demand below at 
H4 200MA in DT

Narrative: H4 demand, large 
imbalance at the open

Preferred: Strong bullish price 
action extending IB on 

momentum with sustained 
auction to value edge

Con: Newly formed H4 c‑sup 
right in the way giving subpar 

Profit target (1R)

Narrative: Large imbalance at 
the open

Preferred: Strong bearish 
price action taking out LTF 

demand with sustained 
auction

Con: H4 bull engulf with long 
buying wick (2nd chance entry 

D1 bull Engulf)

Neither of my 2 hypos played 
out but I would have to say it 
was a mixture of both that I 
normally dub: Responsive 

Activity

Narrative: H4 hammer after 
bull engulf a possible RBR in 

the making. Even though 
below H4 QHi due to W1 QLo 
rejection before price could 

take out H4/D1 QHi. IBR wide 
indication possible strength 

behind the move.
Preferred: Strong Bullish PA 
with extension up, sustained 

auction to 1797
Con: Nearing W1 VWAP in 

DT

Narrative: Open sentiment, 
D1/H4 QHi, Asia traded 

higher.
Preferred: Bearish PA, IB 

extension down with 
sustained auction
Con: Trend is up. 

Narrative: open sentiment
Preferred: play off nearby 
ADR 0.5 and exhaustion 

levels
Con: Trend is up so longs are 

favored

Narrative: Open sentiment, 
Medium timeframe bearish 

sentiment, H4 bearish inside 
bar at retest of H4 QHi after 

rejection.
Preferred: Move higher to 
VAL extending IB (possibly 
testing H4 c‑sup at PPOC) 

early on to strong bearish PA 
at value edge to failed 

auction. 
Con: Larger timeframe bullish 

sentiment. 

Narrative: Open sentiment
Preferred: Play off LTF SD 
and ADR levels, D1/M30 

demand at VAL
Con: Possible H4 DBD

Hypo 1 — Mean Reversion
Narrative: H4 C‑sup, open 

sentiment, D1 QHi
Preferred: Strong Bearish 

price action with IB extension 
down or otherwise a failed 

auction testing IB extension 
high. 

Con: Larger timeframe bullish 
sentiment

Hypo 2 — Return to Value
Narrative: Price retraces to 
value edge or LTF demand 

that is above VAH and 
reverses

Preferred:Strong Bearish 
reversal after an extension 

down, if neutral day this could 
come even quicker otherwise 
look for possible buying tail 

and/or TPO structure around 
value edge. 

Con: H4 Bear Engulf



4/1 4/2 4/5 4/6 4/7 4/8 4/9 4/12 4/13 4/14 4/15 4/16 4/19 4/20 4/21 4/22 4/23 4/26 4/27 4/28 4/29 4/30
Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Right on 
outcome? NO YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES

What happened?

I was correct in the initial 
direction and even though 

finally there was a bull engulf 
at the end of the trading 

window, price did not actually 
bounce higher. 

There was no continuation to 
the move and no extension 
up. Instead an Evening Star 
and extension below. Then a 
failed auction and outside of 

trading window price 
extended above IB in line with 

hypo 1

There was no real follow-
through to VAL after 

acceptance and in fact I 
believe Hypo 2 is actually the 
one that is playing out. Due to 
hypo 1 playing out within my 
trading window I am sticking 

with that. Price basically 
showed responsive activity 

and there was nothing 
significant to report until TPO I 
made a big move to IB High 
although no extension (yet).

There was no sustained 
auction and even though it 

extended below IB on 
momentum price quickly 
reversed and formed a 

Neutral day to then continue 
lower again. 

Even though there was an 
extension up in C TPO there 
was no follow-through to the 
move until later during I TPO 

price made a HH. Still did well 
to stay out due to newly 

formed H4 c‑sup being too 
close to entry. 

I actually think it was more 
Hypo 2 responsive activity 

playing out due to the market 
not really making a move due 
to being stuck between newly 
developed demand and the 

large imbalance as it is. 

There was an early flimsy 
acceptance of value during B. 

What followed was an 
extension down in C to then 

trade higher and extend 
above IB forming a neutral 

day in E. Then a meaningless 
DBD for the remainder of the 

session.

The initial direction was 
indeed up but most of the 
move happened during IB. 

What followed was a 
consolidation and then 

reversal according to Hypo 2 
somewhat (80% I’d give it) but 

outside of trading window.

IB traded down with an Inside 
Bar in C (possible Base) 
followed by an extension 

down in D closing above LTF 
demand (coinciding with near 

proximity to H4 VWAP)

I was dead on as even though 
price traversed below VAL 
there was no IB extension 
down. Instead there was a 

reversal at LTF demand 
coinciding with H4 VWAP in 
UT. And what followed was a 

continued move higher 
extending above IB. 

As hypothesized although 
there was no real strong 
bearish PA and the move 
came in overlap noise. 

B formed a bear engulf at 
VAH and C extended below to 
return within IB and close as a 
Hammer (quite the correlated 
opposite of GBPNZD btw…) I 
had put in a Buy Limit order 4 
pips above the newly formed 
M5 C‑dem as I was hoping for 
a pullback. When this didn’t 

come I let the trade go. Even 
though this was also a 

balancing market trading 
opportunity this particular 
trade was with the larger 

timeframe sentiment of the 
market and thus I found it 

safer to potentially trade. Alas, 
order didn’t get triggered. 

I didn’t feel comfortable 
trading right into LTF demand 

so I had placed a Sell Limit 
Order slightly above xxx8.5. 
Price missed it by a pip or so 

and continued down in a 
low/medium initiative activity 
sustained auction down. That 
is until 2nd DTTZ formed a 
Bullish Inside Bar and price 

reversed according to Hypo 2 
in overlap noise. There was 

no buying tail or TPO 
structure.

Clarity 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 4
Opportunity within 
trading window? YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES

Was there an 
opportunity and 

did I take it?
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO

Comments

No I did not take it. If there 
was one it would have been at 

1st DTTZ with C extending 
below. But According to my 
trading rules this would not 

have fit and thus not an 
opportunity missed. 

I did not take the opportunity 
as I was focused on FX. 

I did not take the opportunity 
because I wasn't at my desk 
when the value acceptance 

happened during A

Not much of a play to be 
honest. Not anything that fit 

my trading rules. I had initially 
put in a buy stop order at 

1728.827 in case of a 
momentum extension up. 

Then due to newly formed H4 
c‑sup only giving a possible 
1R target I took it off. Luckily 

as I would have gotten 
stopped out. 

I was although the momentum 
I was hoping for Hypo 1 to 

have did not come and thus 
moves on to Hypo 2 and 3

There wasn’t much of a play

A Mean Reversion play. Large 
Imbalance at the open with IB 

trading down followed by a 
momentum extension below. 

There was an opportunity but 
I did not take it as I was not 

stalking a potential play. I was 
still focused on GBPNZD and 

then with work outside of 
trading. 

There was but not entirely 
according to my trading rule 
as the PA was rather flimsy 

but I took a ‘chance’ by 
placing a paper trade. Plus it 
would have been trading right 

into demand which I didn't 
want to risk. 

There was an opportunity but 
my order didn’t get triggered. 

There were two opportunities 
although the 2nd one I would 

not have taken as it would 
have been trading window 

close. 

Reason why not 
taken trade 1. Not fitting trading rule 4. not paying attention 6. Not at desk 1. Not fitting trading rule 1. Not fitting trading rule 1. Not fitting trading rule 1. Not fitting trading rule 1. Not fitting trading rule 4. not paying attention 1. Not fitting trading rule 5. Forward-testing 3. Hesitated

DTTZ N.A. 1st 1st 1st 1st 1st

Entry Method N.A. Sell Stop Order at IB 
extension down N.A. M30 Bearish Inside Bar/M15 

Three Inside Down

Buy Limit order didn’t get 
triggered. An entry off the 
close (or M15 Bull engulf) 

would have yielded about 1R 
before price started faltering

N.A.

Profit Margin 
(ADR or 

congestion)
N.A.

VAH would have been 2R and 
there was H4 demand in the 
way although there was H4 

VWAP in UT that proved 
reactive. 

N.A.

1R at D1 demand that is high 
in distribution curve so could 
have potentially dug deeper 
where 2R would have been 

above H4 demand.

Heavy congestion due to H4 
supply as well as D1 so was 
probably not the safest trade.

N.A.

What would a 
price action exit 
rule have done?

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 0.3R like I did N.A. 0.1R
M15 Three Outside Down 
would have scratched the 

trade 
N.A.

SL placement and 
Sizing N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

It was good. Entry off Short 
1779.800, SL 1783.8, 

1772.094
N.A.

SL placement would have 
been great, Short xx79.53 SL 

xx83.64 

Standard SL placement would 
have been below the 

formation
N.A.

What would time-
based have done? N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -0.1R N.A. 0.1R 0.7R N.A.

Day Type Normal Variation Neutral Day Normal Day Neutral Day Normal Day Normal Day Neutral Day Neutral Day Normal Day Normal Variation Neutral Day Neutral Day Normal Day
Correct on Day? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Low/Medium/High 
Activity Day Low Low Low Low Medium Low/Medium Low Low Low

P/L % NO TRADES NO TRADES NO TRADES NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN 0.30 NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN

What could I have 
done better? N.A. N.A. N.A. I did well today observing.

I did well to stay out and 
observe. Even when tired I 

am happy I did not do 
anything rash and still 

followed my plan. 

Nothing I did well to stay out I did well to stay out I think I did well

I could have taken the trade I 
guess but I was preoccupied. 
Nothing wrong with it. Next 
time Gadget. NEXT TIME!

I did well to stay out and 
rather put on a paper trade 

saving mental capital

I did well to try and get a 
better entry for a better R 
multiple but did not get 

triggered. 

I did well to not chase the 
market when my order didn’t 

get triggered so I did well 
here. 

How did I feel 
before, during, 
and after the 

trade?

NO TRADES TAKEN

I felt good with the trade, 
during I got slightly jumpy but 

nothing too serious. I did 
decide to walk away and 

spend a little time with my gf. 
Afterwards I am not feeling 

anything special. Just happy I 
took the trade. 

NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN NO TRADES TAKEN

Pre-market 
routines Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good

Session PECS Good Good Good Good Bad Fair Fair Good Good Good Good Bad Fair Fair

Trade selection Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good BAD Good Good Good Good Good

Trade sizing or SL 
placement Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good BAD Good Good Good Good Good

Trade Execution & 
Mgmt. Bad Bad Good Good Good Good Good Good BAD Good Good Good Good Good

Risk Adjusted 
Returns Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Fair Good Good Good Good Good

Daily Review Good Good Good yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes Yes Yes Yes

Muppet Meter 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 1


